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Abstract 
Sustained-load subcritical crack growth kinetics In high purity gaseous 
hydrogen environments have been examined over the temperature range from 
-60°C to +100°c. The rate limiting velocity was shown to be thermally activated 
with an activation energy of 3. 8 ± 0. 8 kcal/mole for the temperature range 
from -60°C to 23°C. No detectable crack growth was observed from 40°C to 
l00°C at stress intensity levels up to 50 ksi v'in. One-half power pressure 
dependence was observed only over certain ranges of pressures and tempera-
tures. Substantial deviations from this pressure dependence occurred over 
other regions depending on these same variables . 
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AB S'rri ,\ (~ 'J~ 
Sustainecl-loarl st1lJcritlca.l cra(!l< gro\vtl1 kinetics in high pu.rlty gaseous 
hydrogen (~nvironn1cnts have' L>ecn exan1ined o\rer the tc~111pcrature range from 
-60°C to +100°C. 'I.,he r~1te l irniting \7Cdocityr \Vas sho\Vn to l)e thermall~r activated 
with an activation e11erg_y of 3. 8 + 0. 8 kcal/rl1olc for the temperature range 
-
from -60°C to 23°C. No detectable crack gro\vth was observed from 40°C to 
l00°C at stress intensity levels up to 50 ksi .fin. One-half power pressure 
dependence was observed only over certain ranges of pressures and tempera-
tures. Substantial deviations from this pressure dependence occurred over 
other regions depending on these same variables . 
• 
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I. IN 'f11()1) t 1C~ *r lC)N 
Sign lf le ;u1ce uf the l >roblc m 
The degradation of n1cchanica.l r>ropcrties of steels by hydrogen ls perhaps 
the rnost infan1ous of JJroblc111s i11 the ;trca of environ1nent sensitive n1echanical 
behavior of 1naterials. rfhis phe11on1enon, con1n1only tern1ed hydrogen embrit-
tlement, is of concern over a broad technological range -- production, manu-
facturing, and service. Common processes, such as steelmaking (1, 2], welding 
[3], electroplating [4-7], pickling [8], and corrosion [9-11], are potentially 
embrittling since all are capable of liberating detrimental hydrogen under cer-
tain conditions. Embrittlement that results from the above processes is gen-
erally referred to as ''internal hydrogen embrittlement, '' since the embrittle-
ment process involves hydrogen in solid solution in the lattice. This form of 
embrlttleme.nt [s: dlffer.entiated from. "hydrogen environment embrittlement, '' 
or_gaseou·s·: hydrogen embrtttl,ement, ·whereby steels are embrittled as a result 
:of·extJosure tq .gaseous _envfronment~. of hydrogen. Gaseous hydrogen embrit-
flement can occur over a wide range· of hydrogen press·ures, down to tens of 
torr [13-29]. This broad range of- susceptibility poses problems in numero1i"s 
service situations. The current investigation is directed at this element of the 
embrittlement phenomenon, namely that of gaseous hydrogen embrittlement. 
The widespread occurrences of service failures due to hydrogen embrit-
tlement has provided the impetus for numerous investigations of the problem 
over the past 50 years. The focus of technology over most of this period was 
such that a great majority of these Investigations dealt with internal hycfrogcn 
embrlttlcznent. In spite of these efforts, a bas le unclersti1ndlng of the actual 
embrlttleznent mechanisn1 reinalns elusive. ErnlJrfttler11ent b}' gaS(!OUS hydro-
gen has become a serious prolJlen1 n1ore recentl.Y, ancl has rece fved attention 
through the aerospace prograins. The outlook for increased use of h.vdrogen 
ln systems employing its unique properties requires a solution to the problem 
of hydrogen environment embrittlement. This solution depends on the achieve-
ment of a fundamental understanding of the mechanism for gaseous hydrogen 
embrittlement. 
Scope and Purpose 
Various me.~sµrements have been used to characterize gaseous hydro-
gen embrittlemerit. Decreases itl ·such properties as ductility, ultimate ten-
sile .Str:ength, and, notched tensile strength relative to the unembrittled condi-
:tJoh h.,ave frequently been utilized. This type of information has been useful in 
-categorizing materials with respect to their degree of susceptibility, and, 
therefore, has been helpful in material selection. However, such information 
is of limited value. Being largely qualitative, it is difficult to derive basic 
information relative to the nature of the embrittlement process from such data. 
There also exists a problem of interpretation of these results under embrittling 
conditions because of the early formation and growth of cracks in the speci-
mens [15, 21]. 
Since crack growtµ ls -an-- integral part of the hydrogen embrittlement 
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phonor11cnon, It secrns reasonaJ)le to conslcler this factor In lnve!4t ignttng the 
probl t· 111. l·'urthcrrnore, since crack extt·nsion :u1d hvdru1~t·11 intt'ractions \Vith 
. . 
the zneta.1 occur Lt1 the highly strest;c·d region of the crack tlJ>, the stress field 
1n the vicinit.Y of the crf1ck tip i!:i n1osl relcv;u1t. Conscc1ucntl.Y, t}1e present 
lnvestigatio11 has cl1oscn to use the crack tip stress i11tc11sity, defined IJ}' linear 
elasticity, to characterize the mechanical crack driving force, since it repre-
sents a single parameter characterization of the stress field at the crack tip. 
The approach taken is to examine the kinetics of crack growth, s lnce hjrdrogen 
enhanced crack growth is likely to be related to the kinetics of hydrogen-metal 
interactions. 
Environment enhanced growth rate as a function of stress intensity has 
exhibited a similar character for a number of environments and is illustrated 
in Figure 1. r1·2-, 2·3,:24, 27-291~ Crack growth commences from some apparent 
thresh·oid stres-s: Intensity, Kth, -which is defined as the level of stress inten-
slty below whioh no observ·able c·rack growth occurs. For low K levels, the 
rate of crack growth is strongly dependent oii .. E: (Stage I),· At, intermediate K 
levels, the rate of crack growth becom·es:.relatively indepenqent of K (Stage II). 
As K approaches Kc, a rapid increase in growth rate (Stage III) occurs, since 
the onset of unstable fracturing (that is, specltnen failure) is approached. 
In the present investigation, growth rate data were obtained in Stage I 
and Stage II; no data were obtained in Stage III, since for the purposes of this 
study, these rates were of little importance. Attention was primarily focused 
-3-
on Stage 11 growth, since its independence of mechanical driving force suggests 
the operation of a chemical rate li111Iting process. rl,he {JUrJ)OSe of the l)rcscnt 
Investigation ,vas to develop inforn1ation, 1n terms of this rate lirnftlng growth, 
that ls necessary for assessing the rate controlling process for hydrogen 
enhanced crack growth. The activation energy and the pressure de1Jendence 
for Stage II growth were determined, and will be used ln conjunction ,vith com-
panion data on chemical kinetics to assess the mechanism for hydrogen-enhanced 
crack growth in the future. Observations on the effect of temperature and pres-
sure on the apparent Kth were also made. 
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-II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A brief review of son1c of the fr11portru1t cxperl111ental results 011 gaseous 
hydrogen crnlJrittlc111cnt is given i11 U1is section. 'I'he l.I1tcnt is to establish a 
frameworl{ for prese11tation ru1d clisct1ssio11 of the JJrcse11t data. En1phasis is 
placed, therefore, on those results that are n1ost relevant to the present investi-
gation. A more general review is also JJresented on the mechanistic theories in 
an attempt to relate this study to the overall problem of hydrogen embrlttlement. 
High Pressure Gaseous Hydrogen 
Embrittlement by high pressure gaseous hydrogen is not a new problem. 
Service failures were reported by Bridgman [33] as early as 1924. He encoun-
tered repeated failures of Cr- V steel pressure vessels used for compressibility 
studies of hydrogen gas at 8710 atm (128,000 psi), in spite of the fact that sig-
nificantly greater pressures could be safely achieved with liquids or g_as.es 
other than hydrogen. Similar experiences were subsequently rep·orted f34-36], 
some of which occurred at hydrogen pres.su:r.es as low· as 136 atm (2, 000 psi). 
These failures, in combination with the trend in chemical processing toward 
higher pressure techniques, provided the initial motivation for investigating the 
problem of gaseous hydrogen embrittlement. 
In attempting to determine which materials could safely be used in the 
presence of high pressure hydrogen, Dodge and co-workers [13, 14] examined 
nearly 50 metals and alloys. Interestingly, however, mechanical properties 
were not measured while specimens were exposed to hydrogen. Instead, the 
-5-
Io,vecJ, th:1t ls, ''ch~1rging pciricxls'' \Vcr( 1 e111pl<Jyed durin1~ \vhich spcicinH·ns \\'Pre 
exposed to high pressure hydrogen p1·ior to testing in air. J/or such a pr(Jccdurt!, 
however, the only h_ydrogen available for en1lJrittlc111ent during testing \ras that 
which had gone into solution as a result of absorption dur lng the "ch~trging 
period." The measured embrittle1nent, being a direct reflectio11 of the h.ydro-
gen transport mechanism, was, therefore, not representative of the en1fJrittle-
ment encountered in service failures where gaseous hydrogen is readily avail-
able to the plastically deformed regions. 
Hofmann and Rauls [15] were the first to recognize the need· to charac-
terize embrittlement in the presence of gaseous hydrogen. They measured the 
ductility and ultim~t~ tensile strength of a low carbon (0. 22% C) steel in hydro-
g~n ~nvironments that ranged in pres·su:refrotn 11 ~.t.m: (162 p_sl) to 159 atm 
(2·., :220 psi). Emb-rittlement inc:reased With .hydrogen ·pres-sure; thus identifying ' 
' 
. 
. 
. . 
_-pr-e·ssure as an important variable·. It -was: concurrently obsery~d. th.at the fre.--
quency of crack formation increased.with inc_r~as.ing hydrogen pressure. .Fur-
thermore, these c.r.acks only formed when h.ydrogen was available dur-.ing plas-
tic deformation. 
The importance of the interaction between hydrogen and deformed mate-
' 
rial is further demonstrated by results on the effect of pre-exposure to hydro-
gen. Steinman et al [17] exposed specimens of quenched and tempered 4140 
--
steel (154, 000 and 230, 000 tensile strength) to hydrogen at 680 atm for periods 
up to 20 hours prior to testing. The notched tensile strength in hydrogen was 
~6-
found to be the same for these specimens as for s1>eclmens which bad not been 
pre-exposed. Additio11all}1 , \vhe11 t(1sts \Vere concfuctecJ ln air, subsequent to 
the same prc-e:xl)osurc conditions, tl1c lo\v strcn[..,rth steel exhibited no embrlt-
tlement \vh ile the high strength steel \vas 111easura1Jly e111br Ittled. Thus, 
although embrittle1nent may· result fron1 11}'drogen diffused generally within 
steels, maxlmurn embrittlement occurs \Vhen hydrogen gas is present during 
plastic deformation. 
Stress rupture tests of 4140 steel performed in high pressure gaseous 
hydrogen were found to result in failure very soon after load application or not 
at all [16]. In addition, failure did not occur under static load (for times up to 
8 hours) at stresses significantly below the failure stresses obtained in simple. 
tensile tests under the same environmental conditions. These results are in 
co:ritras.t to thos.e of Troiano and co-workers f37, 38] on hydrogen-charged 
·$.teels :in ·which .delayed failure was ob.ser·ved· over a wide stress range and well 
"below the tenstl~ strength of charged specimens after a: :period: of time that 
depends on stress level. This difference in behavior indicates that gaseous 
hydrogen embrittleniertt provides for a rapid transport of hydroge.n to the loca-
tion in the lattice where the actual embrittlement process occurs. 
Although various investigations have suggested an influence of temperature 
on embrittlement [13, 17], there have been few comprehensive investigations on 
the effect of this variable. Hofmann and Rauls [15] found temperature to have 
a significant effect on tensile ductility in hydrogen in the temperature range 
from 90°C (194°F) to 170°C (338°F) at 150 atm (2, 220 psi). Embrittlement in a 
-7-
cold cfra\vn nnd in ti norn1al[1.cd 0. 22~{ carl)on steel exhil,lterJ n1tt.xin1a at O';(~ 
ancI --to··c: rcs1>ectivel.v, \Vith cn1brit tlc111cnt dccr('an ing fr urn thcst· \·alucs at 
both ends of the tc111peraturc r,u1ge. 
In rece11t years, \\7~llter et al [21] have 111easured the susce1)tltJil llj1 of a 
wide range of engi11eeri11g alloys. Notched (l~ti:~~ !)) ~u1d u11notched te:n.sile test 
results were obtained in 680 atm (10,000 psi) hydrogen, and \Vere co1np~trccl 
with results from tests in helium at the same pressure. In agree111e11t \Vith pre-
vious results [15], notched tensile strength was found to be a more sensitive 
measure of embrittlement, since strengths for smooth specimens were unaf-
fected by hydrogen for many of the lesser embrittled materials. For the 
extremely embrittled high-strength steels, 50 to 88 percent reduction in notch 
·strength, and 62 to 100 percent reduction in ductility were measured. Low-
.. 
strength steels were fou·nd .to be embrittled to a lesser degree. A generaliza-
tion in. terms ·Of .strength l.evel is difficult,, however, since different materials 
w:ith :ap.proximately the s:ame rne.ch.anlcal properties can.·exhlbit great dif-
ferences in the ·cte,gree of e·mbr ittlement [16]. For a given m·ater:i.al, heat-
treated to several strength levels though, it is generally true that susceptibility 
to embrittlement increases with strength level [17]. 
Variation in strain rate has been shown also to have an effect on gaseo·u·s. 
hydrogen embrittlement. Hofmann and Rauls [15] found that the largest 
decrease of tensile ductility in O. 22% carbon steel, tested in hydrogen at 
150 atm (2,220 psi), occurred at the slowest strain rate. Reduction in tensile 
ductility decreased with increasing strain rate.. Embrittlement, however, was 
-8-, 
still measurable nt strain rates Ufl to 300~t f>Cr 11,lnutc. Tho snrnc qunl ltatlve 
dep·encJence \vns de111onstrntcd fly \ 1cnncltt a11cl /u1scll f 1 sJ for notched sr,ec lr11cns 
(Kt = 4. 0) of :3041,, stainless steel tcstc•ct ln 6 HO atr11 ( l O, 000 JJS i) h.ydrogen. 
The Influence of i1npur ity level on ctnlJr lttlc111ent \Vas cicterr11 ined by 
adding small amounts of alr, nitrogen, oxygen, and argor1 to l1igh purity hydro-
gen environments [15]. As 1 ittle as 1 ~b by volun1e of oxygen \Vas found to be suf-
ficient to completely eliminate e111brittle111ent at 150 atm (2, 220 psi). With the 
exception of nitrogen,all other gases had no detectable effect. The slight 
improvement in ductility acco111panying additions of nitrogen was attributed to 
trace amounts of oxygen present in the nitrogen. The inhibiting effect of oxy-
gen is explained as follows. During plastic deformation of unnotched specimens, 
virgin material (that is, material which is clean and highly reactive) is exposed 
on the exterior of specimens. Based on the fact that hydrogen can only enter 
the lattice in its atontic or perhaps ionic form [39], and that molecular hydro ... 
gen dissociates upon chemfsorption on iron [40], it is postulated that chemi:;.;. 
sorption of hydrogen at these highly active surfaces is an essential process to 
embrittlement. Sime oxygen has a high affinity for iron [40], it can be prefer-
entially adsorbed to form an oxide barrier, and thus prevent hydrogen from 
entering the lattice to cause embrittlement. 
The purpose of most of these investigations was to measure the effect of 
high pressure gaseous hydrogen on mechanical properties in an effort to deter-
mine which materials would be safe for applications under similar conditions. 
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As a result, conditions of temperatu,re and pressure have been very speclflc, 
thus, making ft difficult to assemble a comprehensive picture of the effects of 
these variables. In addition, cons id er able var iatlons ln such var f alJles as notch 
severity fl 7] and strain rate [15, 18] from study to study have provided additional 
complications in analyzing the entire body of available data. These investiga-
tions have, however, served to identify the primary variables, thereby pro-
viding a starting point for more fundamental studies. 
Low Pressure Gaseous Hydrogen 
·the substantial embrittlement that can be caused by gaseous hydrogen at 
low pressures has been recognized only recently. Most of the work in this area 
of the hydrogen embrittlement problem has been conducted within the frame-
work of linear-elastic fracture mech·anics. In general, investigations have 
be-~11,directed at measuring the stress intensity factor, Kth, at which observable 
cr:ac:k growth commences*, as well as the rate at which these cracks continue to 
·propagate. In addition to supplying important design information, these para-
meters, through their characterization of the cracking that hydrogen induces, 
can provide a link between the observed material degradation and the physio-
chemical processes controlling embrittlement. 
Hancock and Johnson [19] were the first to demonstrate the striking degree 
of embrittlement that can occur at room temperature as a result of 1 atm 
* Many other notations have been used in the literature to denote this apparent 
threshold value of stress intensity, for example, Krscc, Kscc, Kit, or Ki. 
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(14. 7 JlBf) hycfrogen. l='or the ll-11 steel (230. 000 psl yield strength) that they 
lnve~t l,~atl'd, crack g-1 .. 0\\"th \\'as observed at a \'er.v low stress, corresponding to 
a K th Of 1 1 ks { 1/ i Il. I I1 ag- r CC rn en t \V i t h pr(~ V i O ll s l .v C it e d Obs er Vat i On s r 15 J ~ add i-
t ions of argon, he! iun1, ancl nitrogen clid not alter the degree of c111br ittlemcnt. 
The adcl it ion of as I ittle as 0~ Gelo by voluzne of oxygen, ho\vever, was sufficient 
to cornpletely eliminate observable crack growth. Moreover, cracks could 
llOt be restarted until oxygen was removed from the environment. More 
recently, Sawicki [27] reported that 0. 4% by volume of oxygen is capable of 
eliminating observable crack growth in the same material for temperatures 
ranging from 28°C to 100°c. A significant increase in Kth was also found to 
occur with the addition of less than O. 1 % by volume of oxygen. These observa-
tions can be ·explained in terms of. the proce:s:ses. of _preferential oxygen adsorp-
ti'oII .anq. oxlde barrier fortnatfon suggested by Hofm·-artn arid Rauls (15]. The 
·obse-rved: r-.esumption :of crack growth when oxygen rs removed from the env:iro.n~ 
-m~nt :indicates that hydr'C>gen ls' capabl~. :_of r.educing the oxide barrier. 
In agreement with pr.evlous results on smooth specimens at high pres-
sures, it has been· demonstrated [19] that exposure of steel to 1 atm hydrogen 
prior to stressing has no effect on subsequent crack growth in the same environ-
ment. This observation, combined with 1 the above results on oxygen, more 
clearly identifies one of the components of the previously mentioned metal-
hydrogen interaction. Apparently, hydrogen adsorption is an important step 
in supplying atomic hydrogen to the embrittlement process, and the prerequisite 
. 
for the occurrence of this step is the availability of a clean, highly reactive 
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surface. Plastic deformation provides such a surface both on the exterior of 
smooth specln1ens and at the crack tiJJ of crackeci spec l111cns. 
A strain rate dependence sin1ilar to that occurring in hydrogen charged 
steels [41] and high J)ressure hydrogen environments [15, 18] was observed by 
Wllliams and Nelson [22] for h.ydrogen pressures of less than 1 at1n (760 torr). 
The degree of embrittlement was determined by the stress intensity necessary 
to achieve crack growth during tensile tests (KscG)· Upon varying the displace-
ment rate over the range from 10-4 to 10-2 psi, it was found that maximum 
embrittlement, corresponding to the lowest value of Kscc, occurred at the 
slowest strain rate. The curve of KscG as a function of strain rate exhibited 
sigmoidal behavior and shifted to the right for increased hydrogen pressures. 
This behavior is consistent with observations of crack growth kinetics. A cor-
:res·p·ondence between the two "types of results will be developed in a later ·section .. 
Su~tained load eta.ck growth in iow pressure .hydrogen has ~Is.a :b.e·en· 
observed in 18Ni(250) maraging steel by Wei ·aitd I.Jandes [23] and in AISI 4340. 
steel by Landes [24]. These investigators measured crack growth rate as· a 
function of stress intensity at room temperature. Both steels were reported 
to exhibit a stage of crack growth which was nearly independent of K. Such a 
rate limited velocity, being independent of the mechanical driving force, is sug-
gestive of the operation of a rate limiting chemical process. This behavior is 
significant and will be discussed later. 
Williams and Nelson [22] have conducted a comprehensive study of the 
effects of temperature and pressure on the kinetics of hydrogen induced slo~ 
-12- C1 
crack growth in AISI 4130 steel. Both of these variables were exarnlned at a 
constant stress intensity factor of 36 ksl v'lr1. 1'he crack gro\vth behavior In 
682 torr of hydrogen over the teinperature range fron1 -80°C to B0°C could be 
separated into three distinct regions. At bigl1 te1nperatures the growth rate 
increased with decreasing temperature (Region I). In the neighborhood of room 
temperature the growth rate exhibited a maximum and was nearly independent 
of temperature (Region II). At low temperatures the growth rate decreased 
with decreasing temperature (Region III). Expressing this behavior in an 
Arrhenius plot, the data of Region I and Region III are represented by apparent 
activation energies of -5. 5 kcal/mole and 3. 9 kcal/mole, respectively. The 
dependence of pressure on growth rate was of the form p0 , where n closeiy 
assumed values of 3/2, 1, and 1 /2 for regions I, II, and III respectively. 
This observed temperatur.e dependence· d·eviated considerably from t.hat 
of bulk diffusion of hydrogen in steel which is reported to have an activation 
¢.nergy of 9. 0 ±· O. 5 kcal/mole. (~9~4-2]. On this basis, Williams and'. Nels·on 
eliminated bulk diffusion as the rate controlling process, and suggested that 
some heterogeneous reaction involved in the transport of hydrogen from its 
molecular form in the gas phase to its atomic form on the crack surface is 
rate controlling. This reaction was tentatively identified as a th~rmally acti-
vated chemisorption process with a physically a~s_orbed precursor. 
Based on this hypothesis Williams and Nelson [22] developed a quantita-
tive relationship for the observed crack growth kinetics. The starting point of 
their development was an express ion obtained by Porter and Tompkins [43) for 
-13-
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the rate of chemlsorptlon of hydrogen on Iron. It was nssun1ed that an lnde-
pendent phys teal adsorption [)receded the rate~ controlling chern isorr)tlon pro-
cess, ancl that the fractional coverage of this precursor detcrrnined the effective 
area on which the che1nisorption process could op,erate. J?urtherrnore, the 
physical adsorption of molecular hydrogen was assumed to IJe in equilibrium 
with the gas phase and to follow Langmuir behavior. The expression resulting 
from this analysis showed agreement with the observed pressure dependency 
for crack growth. The analysis has, however, been criticized by Oriani [44] for 
being incomplete. Oriani's own analysis resulted in pressure dependence of p1 
or po for essentially the same assumptions cited above, and p~ or po for the 
added assumption that equilibrium existed between the gas phase and the chemi-
s,o:rbed atomic hydrogen. The discrepancies between these analyses appear to 
:re.sult from dlff~·renoes in interpretation caused by the lack of unequivocal 
information on the speclflc ·m~·ch-~nism of chemisorption. Williams an:d· tfels.Pn: 
also reported good agree:ment between the observed· temperature dependence 
and model prediction. Sawicki [27] pointed out, however, that there was an 
inconsistency in arriving at this conclusion. Specifically, in estimating the 
predicted activation energy, the heat of adsorption for chemisorption was used 
in the Langmuir expression for physical adsorption. The much lower value for 
the heat of physical adsorption would have yielded an entirely different activa-
tion energy for Region I crack growth than that observed. It must be--pointed 
out, however, that this in no way detracts from the significant experimental 
contribution toward the establishment of the process or processes controlling 
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the crack gro,vth kinetics ln gaseous ~nvlronments. 
The effect of ten11)erature and pressure on I<th has recently been examined 
by Sa\vick:i [27]. At a hydrogen l)ressure of 813 torr, l{th \Vas found to be essen-
tially indepe11dent of temperatu1·e for the range from -40°C to 80°C. A slight 
increase in Kth with increasing temperatures was attributed to the enhancen1ent 
of crack tip blunting at higher temperatures. On the other hand, the variation 
of Kth with hydrogen pressures was found to be significant. Results at 0°C, 
26°C, and 70°C all indicated a decrease in Kth with increasing hydrogen pres-
sure according to the relationship Kth ex· p-O. 4. These results serve to illustrate 
the importance of a critical combination of mechanical driving force and hydro-
gen pressure for the attainment of subcritical crack growth. Similar results 
have been observed in hydrogen charged steels (37]. In this later case, how-
ever, the chemical var.iable iS known to be the hydrogen activity in solution. 
:Sawicki {27] :has :also conducted an investigation of the effects of tempera-
ti1re -and _pressure :on· crack gro·wth. Growth rates in H-11 steel were deter-
min.ed as a functlon of K for various temperatures in the range from -27°C to 
:99°C. Stage II crack growth was observed at intermediate temperatures, how-
ever, specimen failure occurred before a rate limiting velocity could be achieved 
at both temperature extremes. The growth rate process was again found to be 
thermally activated with Stage II growth exhibiting an· activation energy of 2. 5 
± o. 5 kcal/mole as compared to that of 3. 9 kcal/mole discussed by Williams 
and Nelson [22] for 4130 steel. The Stage I temperature dependence was found 
to correspond to an activation energy of -3. 4 ± O. 4 kcal/mole at high temperatures 
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and 2. 1 ± 0. 4 kcal/mole at low temperr>tures. These values appeared to be 
Independent of I< over the rar1ge fron1 25 to :3:1 ks l ,rln. 'fhe J)rt~ssurc de11endence 
of gro,vtl1 rate \Vas 111casurcd at 27''(:, ,17'(~, ru1d so· c; for a co11sta11t 1, of 2n 
ksl -..,fiJ1. 'I'he gro\vth r~1te was proportio11ed to p1 ~1t the t\vo }o\vest ten1per~1tures 
and p3/2 at the highest temperature. '1,hese ter11peraturc ai1d l)ressurc depc11d-
encies cannot be meaningfully compared with tl1e cxpcri111e11ta.l results of 
Williams and Nelson [22] since they do not corres1Jo11d to the same stage of 
crack growth, and therefore, the overall rate controlling processes differ. 
Embrittlement Mechanisms - A Commentary 
Several mechanistic theories of hydrogen embrittlement have been pro-
.posed on the basis of extensive studies on internal hydrogen embrittlement. On(J 
theory proposes that embrittlement is caused by the development of high pres-
sures within internal voids due to the precipitation of molecular hydrogen 
f11, 50-54]. Degradation of mechanical properties is viewed as the result of 
expansion of these voids into microcracks by the internal pressure, acting in 
conjunction with the applied stress. This mechanism is commonly known as 
the pressure mechanism for hydrogen embrittlement. All of the other theories 
of embrittlement, whether they are based on surface adsorption [55, 56] or 
binding energy [37, 38, 57, 58], subscribe to the idea of some intrinsic weakening 
of the lattice due to the presence of hydrogen. 
Operation of the pressure mechanism is feasible, however, only when a 
solution of high thermodynamic activity of hydrogen can ·develop in the solid. 
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This mechanfsn1 ls undouhtecf1y slg11fffeant for hydrogen charged steel, and ls 
supported for exan1plc l>y the ol>se r ved for n1;1t ion of r11 ic roe racks ln the absence 
of an extern~1lljr apJ)l ied stress [ 5·11. Clearl.Y, ho\vever, the pressure n1echan istn 
cannot be operative in tl1e embrittlement caused by lov.1 {)ressure h_vdrogcn 
environments, since no pressure difference can exist across a gas-solid inter-
face. One is therefore forced to conclude either that there is son1ethi11g 
intrinsically different about e111brittlement resulting from gaseous hydrogen 
environments, or that the pressure mechanism acts in conjunction with a more 
elemental embrittling mechanism. In other words, the question arises as to· 
whether or not gaseous hydrogen embrittlement and internal hydrogen ·em:brit-. 
tlement are the same phenomenon. 
Attempts to answer this questio·n :have· ·be~n. based: ·Upon comparisons., of· 
the phenomenologic,aI observations of tbes.e ''two types of embrittlement. 11 
Some of these obs"E~rvat_ion:s: ijre .. compatible, .others a.re not (fo.r example., see: 
references 21 and 22). Resulting· conclus;ions are, therefore, dependent UJJon 
which comparisons are 'interpreted·.as b·eirtg most significant. As ~ result there 
is considerable disagr·eement on the answers to the above question. rt should be 
recognized that these· obser.vations are largely controlled by the kinetics of hydro-
' gen transport to that part of the lattice where actual embrittlement occurs. In 
gaseous hydrogen embrittlement the overall transport process includes: trans-
port of molecular hydrogen to a plastically deformed region of the surface where 
it reacts to form atomic hydrogen, possible surface migration (occurring either 
before and/or after dissociation) of hydrogen, solution and perhaps stress 
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enhanced diffusion. In internal hydrogt•n crnbrittlement the hydrogen ls Initially 
in solution at lr1tersti tia.1 sites, or ~1t s !11ks 1>rov itlctf lJy cl islocatio11s, 6rr i1in 
bou11daries, precipitates ar1d voids. llydrogcn trai1s1)ort, therefore, involves 
L~teractio11 \Vith tl1cse lattice features tu1d diffusion u11der stress gradients. 
Since. transport of h)1cirogen is vastly different in each of the t\vo cases it is not 
unusual to observe d iffere11ces in behavior. This is not to say, however, that 
the elemental embrittleme11t processes are different for each case. It is diffi-
cult to conceive of damage being incurred on the lattice without hydrogen entry 
(entry being construed to include hydroge11 in the first few atomic layers). 
Furthermore, once hydrogen has entered the lattice its effects should be inde-
pendent of its source. Therefore, on the most fundamental level, that is, based 
upon the elemental mechanism responsible for embrittlement, whatever and 
wherever that may be, the two types of embrittlement are most likely one and 
the same phenomer1ort. 
'. -: '. 
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111. l\1A 'f' J· :J t I 1\ I , 1\ N I) 1·: X f> l·: It I I'v1 J·: N 'r ,\ I., \\10 Jl K 
A 18Ni(250) 111~tr~1gi.I1g steel \Vas selected as n1cxJel material for this inves-
tigation. ],.his steel is of tl1c class of n1aragi11g types \Vhich are capa1Jle of 
devclopi11g yield strengths up to 350 1{si prin1arily as a result of a J)recipltation 
reaction in a very lo\v carbon (less than 0. 03 w/o) Fe-Ni n1artensite. The 
nominal composition of the '250' grade maraging steel is as follows: 18. 0% Nl, 
7. 5% Co, 5. 0% Mo, 0. 40% Ti, 0. 10% Al, and balance Fe. Material used in this 
study was obtained from a vacuum induction melted heat with low residual impur-
ities as a 4-in. -thick by 12 in. by 18 in. ingot. The ingot was hot rolled 
straightaway into 0. 35-in. -thick plate. The plate was then cut into specimen 
blanks, heat treated, ·and finished to 0. 18 in. thickness by surface grinding. 
The following heat tr.eatment was. :used: (1) solution anneal for 1 hour at 1700°F 
Jn. a pr-·ote.c.tive atm.osphere an.9 _air cool, and (2) ag_e for 3 hours at _900°F and air 
c.ool. Mechanic.al properties ·for this steel _in the, ageci. conditlotl are as follows.: 
_yield. strength = 239. 2 ksi, tensile strength - ·24_9~ 9 kst, ~lo11gation (l in. ) :z: l 0%~: 
Three-in. -wide by 15-in. -long center-cracked specimens, Figure 2, 
oriented in the longitudinal (LT) direction were used in this investigation. All 
specimens contained starter notches introduced by electro-discharge machining. 
All of the specimens were precracked in fatigue in dehumidified argon. Initial 
cracks approximately O. 1 in. long were extended from each end of the machined 
notches. In all cases the maximum load employed in fatigue precracking was 
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-kept below the load to be used ln subsequent static tests. This procedure 
Insured that the crack tlp plastic 1.onc Introduced by prccracklng was less than 
25 percent of that dcvclopccl during static tests In hydrogen. Thus the Inter-
action of hydrogen with the crack tip stress flcld was not complicated by prior 
load history. Both fatir-,11.1c precracldng and static testing were carried out In a 
100, 000 lb. capacity l\ITS, closed-loop, elcctrohydraulic machine. This sys-
tem was operated in load control and provided an accuracy of better than ± 1 
p_ercent. 
The stress intensity factor, K, for the center-cracked specimen was com-
puted from Equation 1; 
K = P f1r a sec (rr a/W) BW (1) 
where P = applied loo.d, B = specimen thickness, W = spec_imen width, and 
a= half cr.ack length. The secant. term is a correction for finite specimen 
width [45] Which closely a;pproxilna.tes the series correction obt!;l.b:ieci by Isida 
[46]. 
Crack Monitoring System 
An electrical potential method was used for monitoring crack growth, 
utilizing a continuous recording system. This method is based on an increase 
in electrical resistance of the specimen with crack growth. A constant current 
is applied to the specimen, and changes in electrical potential are measured· 
between fixed points above and below the crack, Figure 2. A schematic diagram· 
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of the B~,tstcrn is shown In I~'i!-,'llre :3.. An analytic ill relationsh if) bet\veen the 
elcctricrtl 1,oter1tial, V, ru1d crack length, ~1, for ~1 centcr-cz~al'.kcd ~pecin1en has 
been cJerivcd lJy <Jol111so11 [48] a11d \V~1s used a.s ~111 ~u1~ll.ytica.l c~1libr:1tion curve. 
This rclationsl1ip c~u1 be diffcre11tiatccl \Vith respect to ti111e to obt~li.I1 a11 expres-
sion for crack gro\vt11 rate, da/dt, in ter1ns of V and dV /dt. Thus, in practice, 
crack length az1d crack gro'Wth rate data can be computed from recordings of V 
vs. time. 
The electrical potential system has been shown to agree well with other 
crack length measuring techniques for a number of material-environment sys-
tems, provided that crack tunneling is taken into account [49]. (This correction 
was determined from post fracture examinations to be about 0. 01 in. [49] ). For 
the case of high strength steels tested in distilled water and gaseous hydrogen, 
h:owever, large deviations have been shown .to exist [24]. Presumably, these 
deviations are manlfestations _of the natur·e ·of the intergr~nular fracture proc-ess: 
which allows continued electrical contact. (o.r .shortip.g) ove.r muqh of th_e crack 
surface. The correction developed by Landes [~4J to account for this shorting. 
was employed in this investigation. It was assumed that the percentage of ·crac.k. 
surface in electrical contact is a function of the linear elastic. displacement. 
Thus, this enables an estimate to be made of the electrically shorted length, 
which can be applied as a correction to the apparent crack length. The form of 
this function was empirically chosen. The, correction procedure has been veri-
fied for several materials under conditions which cause shorting. Figure 4 shows 
di 
. t~, I 
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a comparison of crack length rnensuromcnts from visual and electrical potential 
methods [24). 
In this work a constant current of 2. 5 an1r>eres was employed. For the 
material used, resolution at roo111 ter11peratl1rc ,vas l>ettcr than 0. 001 ln. In 
half crack length, a. Basec1 on the overall s.vstem stalJilft.Y, the lower llmft for 
rate measurement ,vas estiz11ated to be the order of 10-7 in. /sec 
Envlronme11tal Control System 
Dehumidified, high purity hydrogen was used as the test environment. 
This environment was supplied through the freely flowing system schematically 
shown in Figure 5, and maintained around the crack by aluminum chambers 
clamped to the specimen. Dehu1nidification was accomplished by passing 
hydrogen (99. 999% pure) through a gas purifier (Matheson Model 460 with 
Model 461-R c·artridge) and through a series of cold traps at -196°C. In a few 
cases a heated palladium membrane purifier was also incorporated in the sys-
tem immediately upstre·am from the test chamber to· provide additional purifi-
cation. Cold traps- and a silicone, back-diffusion trap were used on the dis-
charge side to reduc-e back diffusion of impurities. 
A rigorous purging procedure was followed before testing. Initial 
purging was carried out for at least two hours using ultra high purity argon 
(99. 999% pure). During this initial purge, the components of the gas system . 
up-stream from the back-diffusion trap, Figure 4, were outgassed by heating 
to approximately 100°c. 'rhe cold traps were then filled with liquid nitrogen, 
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and the spec ln1cr1 n.ncf t:invfronr11ent chn111bcr asscn1fJly was ngafn heated to 100°C 
while 111aintalning argon flo\v. ~I'he sr~ten1 \Va~ then ev;1cuated \\'ith a 1nech~1nict1l 
pump and back-filll!1g \Vith hjrcJrogen (!}!). 9~)~)(,"f purit.r). 1Iydrogen ,vas :1110\vcd to 
flo\V through the systc111 for ,llJout 15 r11inutes prior to the start of the test. \\'ith 
this procedure the in11Jur ity level of the hydrogen environ111e11t is estimated to be 
well belo,v 30 ppm. A slight positive pressure of about 5 psig (,v 1000 torr) was 
maintained throughout the experiment. To obtain various partial pressures of 
hydrogen, hydrogen-helium gas mixtures were used in the above system. 
For tests conducted above room temperature, resistance heating tapes 
were used to heat the specimen. In order to reduce thermal fluctuations, the 
specimen was wrapped in glass wool which in hlrn was encased in aluminum foil. 
Low temperatures were achieved by :flowin.g_ chilled dry nitrogen through an 
insulated_ enclosure around the specimen· and hydrogen environment -:chamber. 
-temperature was monitored by means·, of lron~.c.onstantantherrn.ocouples spot 
·welded:' to the specimen at posltions both ,inside .and outside of the hydrogen 
:chamber.. Temperature. stability of better than + 1·°C was ma_intain~·d th-rougn.o.ut 
. -
. 
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rv. RESULTS AND DISClJSSION 
The sub-critical crack growth kinetics of I8Ni(250) rnaragfng steel, In 
dehumidified gaseous h.vdrogen, were lnvestlgatccl. The gro,vth rate was 
examined as a function of stress intensity under a sligl1tly positive h)tdrogen 
pressure of about 5 psig (~ 1,000 torr) over a range of tcn1peratures from -60°C 
to l00°C. The effect of hydrogen pressure on crack growth at various tempera-
tures within this range was also determined. Hydrogen partial pressures of 
·4.3·0, 2l0, ~lid 86 torr were used, and were obtained by employing hydrogen-
.. 
helium mixtures containing, respectively, 42. 0, 20. 9, and 8. 5 percent hydrogen. 
Crack Growth Behavior 
·The hydrogen e:nhanced growth rate exhibited the same general depend-
:enc:e :_on stress intensity as that reported for other high strength steels [24, 27J . 
. As illustratecl fo.r ·example, in Figures 6 and 7, two clearly distinguishable 
regions of growth wer·e observed, namely, Stage I where the .rate is strongly 
dependent on K, and Stage II, ·where. the rate is nearly independe.nt. of :J{.. Stage 
IIt':g.rowth, in which the rate once -again increases rapidly as K approaches Kc, 
is expected to follow; however, this stage was not observed since tests were 
terminated before total specimen failure. The character of these curves is a 
consequence of the fact that the driving force for s·ubcritical crack growth con-
tains a chemical component as well as a mechanical component. The growth 
rate for any point on the c.urve must, therefore, be controlled by either the rate 
I ( 
at which mechanical ei;jergy is supplied to the mov~g cr'ack, or t~e rate at" 
·: .... 
which hycJrogr~r1 is stlJ>pl iecf to th:tt portion of the lattice ,vbere cmbrlttlcment 
occurs, or b.Y a cc>n1h inat ion of these r~ttes. l1'or St~1ge I gro\vth, the strong 
dependence 011 1, i11dicatcs that tl1e rate of delivery of 111cchanlcal energy is 
lmport:u1t so tl1at k:i.I1ctic control 111ust lie either entirely or partially in this 
compo11ent. On the other hand, the fact that Stage II gro\vth is independent of 
mechanical driving force indicates that control lies in son1e chemical process 
that supplies hydrogen to the crack tip. In other words, the rate limiting 
velocity arises from the inability of the ''transport mechanism'' to maintain 
some critical concentration of hydrogen at growth rates above this level. It is, 
therefore, appropriate to focus attention on the crack growth kinetics in Stage II 
in attempting to relate hydrogen enhanced crack growth to an underlying physio-
chemical process, since these rates will not be complicated by the mechanical 
component. 
Effect of Ternperatur:e. 
The· ~ff.~c:t of temperature on the K. versu:s ,gr.o.wth r:ate curv.e:s Js: -S·ho\.\1:n 
iII Figures 6 and 11 for .. several 'hydrogen partial pressure·s. The solid lines 
drawn thro·ugh.lhe Stage tr data (Figure·s 6 through 10) represent the average 
values of the rate iimiting velocities. The dashed line in Figure 11 represents 
an adjusted value of the rate limiting velocity to compensate for the anomalous 
behavior observed at this temperature. Clearly an increase in K should not be -
accompanied by a decrease in crack growth rate as appears to occur in 
specimen 26. Crack branching could cause such an effect; however, it was not 
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observed to be a prot)len1 in this specimen. Thls behavior was 11ttrlllt1tccJ to the 
presence of a te1111Jeraturc graclient in the SJ)Cci111(~n. Sincl\ the specl111en edges 
(In direct contact: \vlth the chi.Ile() nitrogen gas strca111) ,vould IJc C'Xpect.ed to be 
slightly colder than the specin1cn centc~r (shieldecl b.Y the alun1lnun1 charnlJcrs), 
the crack gro\vth rate \voulcl lJe expected to decre~1se \l.tlth crack prolongation. 
This ls ln qualitative agreement with the observed behavior. A general exami-
nation of t_he growth rate curves also supports this vie\.v since a drop off of 
the plateau rates seems to increase as temperature decreases. 
The most comprehensive characterization of the temperature depend-
ence was carried out in hydrogen at /V 1, 000 torr. The effect of temperature at 
this pressure is more clearly represented in the composite curves in Figure 12. 
It is seen that the effect of temperature on Kth is at most very slight. This is 
in :agreement With Sawicki's results on H-11 steel [27]. Representation of the 
-Stage II .growth .t·ates in the form of an Arrhenius plot .(Figure 13) indicates 
~tp.at Stage Ir_gr·ow_th i~ therm.ally activated with an ~pp~ent activation energy 
·-
of _3.8 ± o. :g kca1/mole.. The scatter bands represent two standard deviations 
on either side of the mean, or the 95% confidence interval. Data points with 
downward arrows indicate tests in which no detectable crack growth was 
observed at K levels up to 50 ksi -fin; that is, with rates less than 10-7 in/sec. 
Tests at 50°C and 80°C showed that no detectable crack growth occurred for K 
levels up to 72 and 84 ksi vin., respectively, at these temperatures. The 
temperature dependence for Stage II growth at low temperatures (Region III) 
is quite similar to the activation energy of 3. 9 kcal/mole reported by Williams 
and Nelson [ 22) for 1\ ISi 4130 steel. In the 1,reaent ntud.r. hc>\\·c~v<~r, the ru,ove 
roorn te1111)or atu re (tit l, 000 torr) lleha v lor drops cJf f 111 uc h rl1c)rc rap idljt. 
Llr11Ited data 011 the tc1111Jer11ture cicpcnclencc of Stagt~ II g-ro\vth ~it lower 
pressures (Figure 11) tlJJpcar to exhibit the san1e activation e11erg~y as data at 
1, 000 torr. Note, ho\vever, that the n1cL-xin1u111 positicJn, correspond iJ1g to 
maximum embrittle111ent, tends to shift to lo\ver ten11)eratures ,vith decreasing 
hydrogen partial pressure. Further co11sideratio11 of these observed shifts 
leads to some interesting possibilities. It ls likely that the shift in the peak 
position of the temperature behavior curve is a general behavior. If this is so, 
the Regions I, II, and III, as presently defined, would not be separated by iso-
thermal lines but rather by lines inclined at some angle, whose magnitude 
w.oulcl depend upon the amount of shift with pressure. More importantly, how ... 
ever, this shift would c~use :a·v-arlety of pres·s.ure dependencies to be observed, 
depending upon the cholce of temperatur·es at which measurements are carried 
out. Further discussion of this effect will b~ ma.de in the following section-. 
. Effect of Pressure 
The effect of hydrogen pressure on crack growth kinetics is illustrated 
ii, Figur_es 8 and 9. From the data in Stage I it is difficult to formulate a 
definitive statement about the effect of hydrogen pressure on Kth· The only 
crack growth curve in which Kth appears significantly altered is the one at -30°C 
and 86 torr (Figure 9). Results in other environments have identified problems 
associated with extrapolation of Stage I data due to the recently recognized 
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phenon1cnon of transient gro\1/th [59, GO]. Jn vie\\' of this fact, It ls pcrhnJJS best 
to say noth lng n1orc tll)out the effect of J>rcssure on Kth untll such effects ca.n be 
properly established by constant K tests. 
The effect of hydrogen l)artial pressure on Stage II era.ck growth ls sum-
marized in Figure 14. The solid lines superl111posed on the data represent 
slopes of 1/2. The growth rates are, therefore, proportlonal to pi over certain 
ranges of pressures depending upon temperature. However, substantial devia-
1 
tions from a p2 dependency are indicated by the dashed lines. Once again the 
data points with downward arrows indicate no observable growth. 
Previous studies have determined the temperature dependence for a cer-
tain pressure in the neighborhood of 1 atm (760 torr). The temperature depend-
ence was used to identify three regions of crack growth behavior. The effect 
of pressure was subsequently measured at one selected temperature within 
each region. This pressure dependence was assumed to be characteristic of 
the region. Because of the shift of the da/dt vs. (1/T) curves, however, a 
variety of measured pressure dependencies is possible. For example, refer-
ring once again to the isobars of Figure 13, if one chooses the temperature of 
-10°c to measure the pressure dependence, this isotherm will intersect the 
1, 000 torr isobar in Region III, the 430 torr isobar in Region II and the 210 torr 
isobar somewhere in Region I. The intersections corresponding to crack growth 
rate determinations at the three different pressures will clearly result in a pres- , 
sure dependence different from that measured at -40°C whose isotherm inter-
sects all the isobars in Region III. 
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An Interesting relationship can lJo Inferred by cornr>nrlng the crack growth 
rate versus K curves for different pressure \Vitl1 U1e cf lsplaccr11ent rate versus 
Ksca curves that Willlazns and Nelso11 obtained for various Jlrcssures. 
Applying a constant cross heacl diSf)lacen1ent rate ls equivalent to de1nandlng a 
specific crack gro,vth rate for a given crack length ancJ spccirnen geome-
try. Considering this correspondence between gro\vth rate and displacement 
rate, these curves are in fact the same in the absence of transient effects. 
The measured effect of pressure on the crack growth rate versus K curve 
for 18Ni(250) maraging steel indicates a complicated pressure dependence. As 
shown in Figure 14, there is considerable variation in the expression da/dto< pn 
which is a strong function of temperature. At the present time no simple models 
.. 
b·ased on the transport kinetics of hydrogen appear to explain this observation. 
·The d·etermination of the rate limiting process for crack growth in Stage II 
-must await the comparison of experimental results on the kinetics of the physio-
chemical processes involved. 
Additional Results 
Several specimens of 18Ni(300) maraging steel were also tested in 
dehumidified hydrogen at room temperature. The purpose of testing this higher 
strength maraging steel was to provide a comparison with the crack growth 
behavior in the "25011 grade. As anticipated, the embrittlement was found to be 
more severe for the higher strength material. This increased degree of 
embrittlement is characterized (Figure 17) by a lowering in Kth' the apparent 
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thrcsholcf atresR lnter1s lty, as well as a factor of three Increase In the Stage fl 
gro\vth rate. Increased sens it ivlty to er11brlttlement \V(th lncreaslng strength 
le v e I ls a I so found to occur in s tee I s as a r cs ult of ln t.o rn al hydro gc n c 111 l)r l t-
tlement [7]. In either case, it is not clc~1r \vhelher this effect arises frorn a 
dlfference in resistance to hydrogen tr~u1sport or a difference in resistance to the 
actual process by which hydroge11 incurs drunage to the lattice. With respect to 
gaseous hydrogen embrittlement, ho\vever, this effect serves to add micro-
structure to the list of variables that can be used to relate crack growth to 
possible physiochemical rate controlling processes. 
Several experimental complications were experienced. The most 
troublesome was the· fact that occasionally the crack would grow from only one 
side of the center-cracked specimen. No usable data could be obtained from 
such a test since the potential system could not monitor the crack for this 
non-symmetric .. condition. Additionally, for such a test, a value of K cannot be 
computed. Cracks were also observed to b_ranch near the ends of a few tests; 
no useful data could. be. obtained when this situation occurred either. Both the 
severity and frequency of crack branching increased with decreasing tempera-
ture. Figures 15 and 16 show side "A" and side "B" of one of the severely 
branched cracks in a center-cracked specimen. The most interesting observa-
tion is obtained by comparing the right side of Figure 15 with the left side of 
Figure 16 and vice versa. The differences in the branched cracks at the sur-
face indicate that the through-the-thiclmess crack front is complicated. This 
is in agreement with the intergranular nature of fracture observed by electron 
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mlcrofrnctography [23] for the 18N 1(250) rnaraglng steel used In U1ls study. 
Fracture appears to occur alo11g the prlor austcnit(? graln boutH1:1r les. 'I11ls ls 
ln agreement ,vlth the ol)servatlon of hydrogen e111anatlon fro1n the austenitc 
Islands by Toy and Phillips [61J and ls consistent \vith the c)Ccurrence of inter-
granular fracture 
steels [ 22, 27]. 
ln hydrogen induced crack gro\vth in other high-strength 
-31-
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The follo\vlng conclusions cru1 be 1nade on the basis of the experimental 
results on the 18Nl(250) n1aragi.ng steel. 
1. In the ten1perature range fro1n -60°C to 23°C, Stage II cracl< growth 
ls thern1ally activated and is characterized by an activation energy of 
3. 8 ± 0. 8 kcal/mole. This activation energy is ln excellent agreement 
with that reported by Williams and Nelson for an AISI 4130 steel. 
2. No observable crack growth occurred in this material in the tempera-
ture range from 40°C to l00°C at stress intensity levels up to 50 ksi /ln. 
3. At the lower temperatures used in this investigation, the crack growth 
1 
rate was dependent on hydrogen pressure according to p2 • Significant 
deviations from the one-half power dependence were observed, how-
ever, at low pressures and high temperatures. 
·4. T·h·e: pre:ssure dependence for crack growth appears to be much in.ore.. 
complicated than that reported previously. Models that have been pro-
posed fail to account for the observed behavior from this study. 
5. The strong interplay between temperature and pressure effects suggests· 
that care must be taken in the interpretation of results in arriving at 
a mechanism for hydrogen enhanced crack growth. Definitive conclu-
sion on the rate limiting process for Stage II crack growth will have to 
await results from the companion study on the chemical kinetics for 
this steel. 
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